
Preparation
Cover the working area with some newspaper or similar, Blopen’s ® are not messy but the spray can drift 
beyond the stencils.
Take breaks between using the pens and avoid continuous blowing.
The caps are washable and interchangeable; they are completely safe for children to use, with non-toxic ink.

Prepare the Stencils
Remove the pieces from the stencils, get an adult to help. Use a pen or pencil tip to push the smallest pieces 
out first, any pieces that are stuck gently twist and pull out to avoid tearing.

How to use Blopens®

1. Blo pens® come with the cartridge in the storage position

2. Remove the mouth piece & cartridge, turn the cartridge around 
and insert as shown ensuring the tip is pushed fully into the end, 
replace the mouth piece.

3. Put the tip of the pen close to the paper and blow through the 
mouth piece.

4. IMPORTANT. To store repeat step 2 turning the cartridge back 
around to prevent drying out.

Age 4+

Use as 
shown.

How to create pictures

Kids love Blo pen’s® as they can easily 
create fantastic pictures with amazing 
airbrush effects! Read through these 
instructions to get the best from this set.
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For picture ideas and to see other Blopens® sets go to www.blopens.co.uk
WARNING! Not suitable for children under 36 months. Choking hazard – small parts. Adult supervision recommended. Pens may stain therefore protect clothing and the working surface.
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Blow in lines and circles as well 
as blowing harder and softer for 
different effects!
Use Blo pens to create unique 
pictures, you can use them as 
regular felt tips to draw shapes then 
spray to quickly fill in colour and 
create great airbrush effects!

1.

Lay stencil onto paper.

2.

Choose & spray first colour.

3.

Choose & spray other colours.

4.

Remove stencil & add detail.


